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Overview
It is widely recognized in many industries that sustainability is a key driver of innovation. Numerous companies, especially large
ones that made sustainability as a goal, are achieving clearly more competitive advantage. The metal finishing industry,
however, is clearly behind others in response to the challenging needs for sustainable development.
This research project aims to:
1. Create a metal-finishing-specific sustainability metrics system, which will contain sets of indicators for measuring
economic, environmental and social sustainability,
2. Develop a general and effective method for systematically sustainability assessment of any metal finishing facility that
could have multiple production lines, and for estimating the capacities of technologies for sustainability performance
improvement,
3. Develop a sustainability-oriented strategy analysis method that can be used to analyze sustainability assessment
results, identify and rank weaknesses in the economic, environmental, and social categories, and then evaluate
technical options for performance improvement and profitability assurance in plants, and
4. Introduce the sustainability metrics system and methods for sustainability assessment and strategy analysis to the
industry.
This will help metal finishing facilities to conduct a self-managed sustainability assessment as well as identify technical solutions
for sustainability performance improvement.
Progress report
Statement on student hiring
Due to the worldwide COVID-19 outbreak, the international student (from Iran) recruited for this project was unable to come to
the U.S. for Ph.D. study in August 2020. .However, the PI has been successful in recruiting a new domestic Ph.D. student,
Abdurrafay Siddiqui. This student has been working on the project since early September. He earned his B.S. degree in
chemical engineering from Wayne State University in May 2020.
Scheduled project task for Quarter 2
According to the project schedule, the research task during the second quarter is to develop a sustainability metrics system.
More specifically, it is to refine the initial sustainability metrics system reported in the last quarterly report in the following
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direction. That is, we review the initial sustainability metrics system, and divide 53 sustainability indicators (including one that has
been newly added) into two sets:
•
•

Set A – an indicator set that contains a minimum number of indicators definitely needed for conducting a meaningful
assessment of sustainability in plants, although the scope will be limited, and
Set B – an indicator set that contains the remaining indictors that can be used for more comprehensive sustainability
assessment.

We planned to develop a list of parameters necessary for evaluating the values of the indicators in Set A. However, due to an
urgent need to assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the metal finishing industry, the parameter development task
was replaced by introducing new aspects to the sustainability metric system.
Identification of metal finishing companies that might be interested in reviewing the initial sustainability metrics systems and
providing feedback also continues.
Project activities and progress
Identification of a minimum set of the initial sustainability metrics system
The PI and his student have conducted a more comprehensive literature survey on the sustainability metrics systems for different
manufacturing sectors, and then proposed the division of the initial sustainability metrics system of 53 indicators into two sets
that are presented in the following three tables. Note that for many indicators, their quantifications is based on per value added,
rather than per dollar sales, which is more commonly used in the metal finishing industry. This is because the value-added basis
counts not only the revenue from sales, but also the production cost, the unit depreciation cost and the labor cost.
Economic sustainability indicator sets
Out of 20 indicators, 12 indicators in four sub-categories are selected for Set A, and the remaining 8 are placed in Set B.
Table 1 - Economic stability
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Environmental sustainability indicator sets
The 19 indicators in four categories are divided into two sets: Set A (12 indicators) and Set B (7 indicators).
Table 2 - Environmental sustainability

Social sustainability indicator sets
This set contains 14 indicators in three sub-categories that are divided equally into two subsets.
Table 3 - Social sustainability
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In summary, the minimum set of sustainability indicators (i.e., Set A) contains 31 indicators, while the remaining indicators form
Set B. We believe this could make sustainability assessment more efficient, while permitting more extensive assessment if those
indicators in Set B are used.
Enhancement of sustainability metrics system for more robust assessment when facing severe disruptions
The COVID-19 pandemic has ushered in various unprecedented challenges and severely disrupted economic and social
systems worldwide. In the U.S., one of the hardest-hit segments by the pandemic is the manufacturing industry, especially small
businesses like the metal finishing industry. Health risks, demand reduction, supply chain disruption, etc. have slowed numerous
manufacturing facilities to a standstill. It is impossible to predict precisely when the coronavirus will die down. According to
Lloyd,1 automotive production, for example, will be unlikely to recover until after 2024. This has seriously affected many OEMs,
suppliers and distributors, chemical and material manufactures, fuel producers, and many more.2 The metal finishing industry,
like other manufacturing industries, needs to look beyond the fog of uncertainty towards long-term changes and develop
strategies for more sustainable and resilient development in the future.
Sustainability metrics systems usually cover various aspects important to industries. Figure 1 presents an example where four
major aspects within each of the three circles are listed. For these aspects, we have already generated 53 indicators that are
divided into two sets. To make sustainability assessment more comprehensive, especially for industries that may experience
major disruptions caused by global, national or subnational disasters, additional aspects and thus indicators should be explicitly
included. Thus, our investigation has led to the introduction of 12 new aspects in three sustainability categories, which are briefly
described below.

Figure 1 - Triple-bottom-line-based sustainability and addition of new aspects.
New economic aspects
Over the past decade, numerous technologies have been developed to advance manufacturing. The net benefits that could be
offered to industries should be comprehensively evaluated in the sustainability domain. The robustness and resiliency of the
supply chain, either global or local, and the effectiveness of developing new markets should be also assessed; these factors are
critical for helping industries survive disruptions. According to Bowen, et al.,3 19.4% of U.S. workers could currently be
considered part of the green economy in a broad sense. Green job transition should be considered as a new strategy, as it
should potentially contribute significantly to economic growth. The four additional aspects to the economic sustainability
category shown in Fig. 1 (see a rectangle box arrowed to the Economy circle) are new to the conventional metrics systems.
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New environmental aspects
The 3Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle) Initiative was first introduced by Japan at the 2004 G8 Summit in Georgia. The U.S. and
Japan reaffirmed the goals of the Initiative in 2007. In recent years, 3Rs have been expanded to 6Rs (i.e., adding recover,
redesign and remanufacturing)4 and beyond (e.g., reclamation, repurposing and reintegration), depending on the type of
manufacturing. It is highly recommended that companies launch “XR” (X > 3) initiatives, if they have not done so already. We
need to investigate what the best for the metal finishing industry. The effectiveness of such initiatives should be evaluated
annually.
Renewable resource utilization is becoming increasingly feasible. The establishment of exchange
networks with other companies is another important pathway for participating companies to
minimize waste materials and energy. In addition, the effectiveness of regulation compliance
should be examined. These additional aspects to the environmental sustainability category are
shown in Fig. 1.
New social aspects
The lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic undoubtedly help manufacturers to think deeply if the world faces a second
wave of the virus or another major disastrous event in the future. Therefore, it is imperative for them to develop strategies and
guidelines to prepare for possible major disruptions. Labor conditions, especially more comprehensive health risks to
employees, customers and local communities, should be counted seriously. Advanced training of workforces, especially training
for new technologies and guidelines, as well as improved communications and services to customers, should all be emphasized
(see the additional aspects to the social sustainability category in Fig. 1).
New research needs
According to Huang,5 the inclusion of the 12 new aspects described above and thus an addition of a number of new sustainability
indicators in different categories, should enhance sustainability assessment significantly for manufacturing sectors in the post–
COVID-19 era. The new indicators will be carefully designed in order to provide a more accurate coverage of the new aspects
and minimize redundancy with existing indicators. We understand that a sustainability metrics system containing too many
indicators could be a challenge to users/decision makers in indicator selection and assessment. This demands the development
of at least the following methodologies for (1) consolidating indicators in each category and subcategory, (2) constructing
composite indicators for evaluating economic-environmental, environmental-social and social-economic performance, (3)
aggregating indicators in groups and as a whole, especially when both hard and soft (qualitative) indicators are in the same
group, and (4) predictive assessment under severe scenarios, especially with uncertain information. These will be our future
research tasks.
Outreach effort
Since early September, the PI has been discussing with Christian Richter of NASF/AESF Headquarters about the possibility of
launching an industry-wide sustainability initiative or forming a task force within NASF/AESF to discuss how to make the surface
finishing sector more sustainable, smarter and resilient in the post COVID-19 manufacturing era. It becomes more likely that
once metal finishing facilities are permitted to reopen, production will not be the same as pre-pandemic levels. It is highly
important for the industry to discuss for some guidelines under severe uncertainty, so that metal finishers will be better informed
in their decision making process. The PI will continue this effort to work with the Foundation in this direction. This should be
greatly help the PI and his team to develop more effective sustainability metrics system, with successful industrial applications.
Plan for the 3rd Quarter (10/1/20 – 12/31/20)
There are three major technical tasks for the next quarter.
1. Identification of all parameters needed for quantifying the indicators in both Set A and Set B.
2. Development of new sustainability indicators based on the 12 newly added inspects, and then consolidate them into
Sets A and B. Initiation of the development of a mathematical method using the enhanced sustainability metrics
system (for both conventional and advanced sustainability assessments).
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In addition, the PI will work with the AESF Foundation to discuss how to launch a sustainability initiative or form a task force.
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